Edexcel GCSE in Religious Studies (2RS01)
Edexcel GCSE (Short Course) in Religious Studies
(3RS01)
Key skills development suggestions
Here are the key skills development suggestions as mentioned on page 101 of the
specification.
Key skill (Level 2)
Communication

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

C2.1a

Take part in a
group
discussion.

All
units

Many of the topics in this specification are suitable as the
basis of a group discussion. The discussion should be about a
straightforward, perhaps familiar, subject. During the
discussion students should make clear and relevant
contributions, listen and respond to others and help to move
the discussion forward.
For example, in Units 1-7 students could take part in a
discussion on whether people should live together before
marriage. In Units 9-15 students could discuss whether
people need to go to a place of worship if they believe in
God. In Unit 8 students could take part in a discussion on
capital punishment.

C2.1b

Give a talk of
at least four
minutes.

All
units

Following on from their research, students could give a short
talk to the rest of their group.
During the talk students should speak clearly, in a way that
suits the subject and situation, and keep to the subject. The
talk should be structured so that listeners can follow the
points being made. The talk should include an image to
illustrate the main points clearly. Images could include
charts, diagrams or pictures.
For example, in Units 1-7 students could present their
research findings on how religions are working together in
the UK to the rest of the group. This could be illustrated
with a variety of images (for example photographs, computer
graphics, newspaper collages).
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Key skill (Level 2)
Communication

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

C2.2

Read and
summarise
information
from at least
two documents
about the same
subject. Each
document must
be a minimum
of 500 words
long.

All
units

Students will have a number of opportunities to read and
synthesise information from at least two documents. For
example, as part of their preparation for the discussion and
talk, or for a piece of GCSE written work.
Documents may include textbooks, reports and articles.
Students will need to select and read relevant material.
From this information they will need to identify accurately
the lines of reasoning and main points from the text.
Students will then need to summarise this information in a
form that suits the purpose of the document, for example a
talk, discussion or essay.
Students can read and summarise two documents related to
the issue being considered. For example, if students are
exploring euthanasia they could look at literature produced
by Exit, summarise the contents and compare this with their
summary of religious attitudes to euthanasia from the
relevant chapter of Religion and Life.

C2.3

Write two
different types
of documents
each one giving
different
information.
One document
must be at
least 500
words long.

All
units

Students need to produce two different types of document.
One of these should be at least 500 words long, for example
a report or an essay.
The document should present relevant information in an
appropriate form. The information in the document should
be structured clearly, for example through the use of
headings, paragraphs.
Students should ensure that the text is legible and that
spelling, punctuation and grammar are accurate.
For example, for Units 1-7 students exploring religion and
community cohesion could produce one piece of writing
describing recent government action to promote community
cohesion in the UK, and one piece of writing debating
whether religious beliefs and religious people were treated
fairly in a related television programme.
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Key skill (Level 2)
Information and
communication
technology

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

ICT2.1

Search for and
select
information to
meet your
needs.
Use different
information
sources for
each task and
multiple search
criteria in at
least one case.

All
units

Students will need to identify suitable sources of information
and search effectively for information using multiple
criteria. Selected information should be interpreted and
students should decide what is relevant for their purpose.
For example, in Units 1–7 students might explore the issue of
abortion. Students could use the internet to find out about
advice groups and different views on the subject. In Units 9–
15 they might be working on a religious festival and could
use the CD ROM Aspects of Religion to find out further
information about the festival.

ICT2.2

Enter and
develop the
information to
suit the task
and derive new
information.

All
units

Students need to bring together information in formats, such
as tables, that help development. The information should be
explored by, for example, changing information in a
spreadsheet. Information should also be developed and new
information derived as appropriate, for example through the
use of headings, tables, charts and graphs.
For example, in Unit 2 if students are carrying out work on
the causes of world poverty they could word process their
ideas. Students could use a table to list the causes of world
poverty; produce different versions by cutting and pasting,
trying out these versions with the group; use the thesaurus
to find alternative words.

ICT2.3

Present
combined
information
such as text
with image,
text with
number, image
with number.

All
units

In presenting combined information students will need to
select and use appropriate layouts in a consistent way
throughout, for example the use of margins, headings,
borders, font size. Layouts etc should be refined to suit both
the purpose of the document and the needs of the audience
(early drafts should be kept as portfolio evidence).
The final piece of work should be suitable for its purpose and
audience, for example OHTs/handouts for a presentation.
Spelling should be accurate (use of spell-checker) and the
document proofread.
For example, in Units 1-7, as part of a presentation on racial
harmony, students might produce a report importing a
picture file and crop the image to fit the space. They could
produce a two-column table showing the ethnic composition
of the UK population, with column one justified left and
column two justified right. As part of the background to the
piece of work students could produce facts and figures as a
graph or spreadsheet which they could incorporate in their
final document.
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Key skill (Level 2)
Improving own learning
and performance

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

LP2.1

Help set
targets with an
appropriate
person and
plan how these
will be met.

All
units

Students plan how they are to meet short-term targets with
an appropriate person, for example agreeing a project with
their teacher. This will include setting realistic targets and
action points. Review dates with, for example, their teacher
should be built into the plan.
For example, in Units 1-7 students studying how two
television programmes may affect a person’s attitude to
belief in God could have targets set for researching the
appropriate programmes.

LP2.2

Take
responsibility
for some
decisions about
your learning,
using your plan
to help meet
targets and
improve your
performance.

All
units

The plan should be used during performance reviews and
include working for short periods without close supervision.
For example, producing a first draft of an essay and
submitting it to the teacher for comment at a set date. In
Units 1-7, students studying how two television programmes
may affect a person’s attitude to belief in God could produce
a completed worksheet on the television programmes and
submit it to the teacher for comment by a set date.

LP2.3

Review
progress with
an appropriate
person and
provide
evidence of
your
achievements.

All
units

Students should review their own progress with the help of,
for example, their teacher. They should identify, with
evidence, what and how they have learned and provide
information on what has gone well and what has gone less
well and whether targets have been met, providing evidence
of achievements from relevant sources. For example,
identifying action to improve their performance with their
teacher.
Students could review the first draft of the worksheet on the
two television programmes and set targets to revise it.
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Key skill (Level 2)
Problem solving

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

PS2.1

Identify a
problem, with
help from an
appropriate
person, and
identify
different ways
of tackling it.

All
units

Students can identify a particular problem, for example in
carrying out a piece of class or coursework research, and
suggest ways of solving it using a variety of resources such as
the internet and the local library.
For example, in Units 1-7 when determining what religious
groups believe about life after death, students will be faced
with the problem of where to find information and the
reliability of sources. They could use the internet, the centre’s
library or the public library. They could ask the teacher to
check the sources for reliability.

PS2.2

Plan and try
out at least
one way of
solving the
problem.

All
units

A plan can be developed. Evidence of any alterations, as a
result of discussion with their peer group, teacher and others,
should be recorded.
For example, once students have identified the problem and
some possible solutions, they need to see if the solutions work.
Students could use the internet, recording the websites they
visited and what was said about life after death.

PS2.3

Check if the
problem has
been solved
and identify
ways to
improve
problemsolving skills.

All
units

Students should evaluate the problem to see whether it has
been solved successfully, describing the results and the
decisions taken at each stage. They should identify the aspects
of solving the problem they dealt with well and not so well,
and how they might tackle a similar problem differently.
For example, having tried out the solution to the problem,
students will need to check its effectiveness with their
teacher. They could check out whether they have solved the
problem by writing a checklist.
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Key skill (Level 2)
Working with others

Unit

Opportunities for development or internal assessment

WO2.1

Plan work with
others.

All
units

Students should identify the objectives for working together
and the tasks, resources and timescales needed to meet these
objectives. Information should be exchanged to clarify
responsibilities, for example suggesting ways help can be
given, asking what others can do, checking their own and
others’ responsibilities. The group needs to confirm
responsibilities and working arrangements.
For example, in Unit 2 students could produce a group report
on the work of Christian Aid, or in Units 1-7 they could produce
a group report on attitudes to the family. Students will need to
plan what they hope to achieve and assign tasks to each other.

WO2.2

Work cooperatively
towards
achieving the
identified
objectives.

All
units

Students will need to organise tasks so that responsibilities can
be met, for example obtaining resources, completing tasks on
time. Tasks should be completed accurately and safely.
Cooperative ways of working should be supported through, for
example, anticipating the needs of others, avoiding actions
that offend. Advice from others, including group members and
the teacher, should be sought when needed.
For example, in Units 9-15 students could work in a group to
organise a visit to a place of worship. Students will need to
allocate tasks to explore which place of worship to visit,
identify who to write to, identify a set date for the visit and a
set date for a final consultation before confirming the visit,
finding out transport costs etc.

WO2.3

Review your
contributions
and agree ways
to improve
work with
others.

All
units

Once completed the full group needs to review the outcomes
against the agreed objectives. In doing this they should
identify what has gone well and what has gone less well.
Students should listen and respond to progress reports from
others and agree ways of improving working with others to
help achieve objectives.
For example, as part of organising a group visit students could
have a final consultation. They should listen and respond to
helpful suggestions from others and contribute suggestions of
their own. For instance, if someone suggests that school
uniform might be offensive in a mosque, they could write
instructions on an appropriate form of dress for the group.

Contact us
If you have any questions please call us on 0844 576 0027 or use our Ask the Expert service.
This online support service will put you in direct email contact with our senior subject
experts. Go to www.edexcel.com/asktheexpert to ask a question.
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